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Amazon MLS-C01 Exam Certification Cost Once you start to learn,
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lot of useful knowledges, Amazon AWS Certified Specialty
Certification MLS-C01 dumps exam leads to AWS Certified
Specialty certification, And our MLS-C01 practice braindumps
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Cost So, many people get stuck in the confusion and don't know
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of our Amazon MLS-C01 exam preparation related to real exam.
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MLS-C01 brain dumps to pass the exam.
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professional MLS-C01 quiz torrent materials, with which you
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with great ease (MLS-C01 test bootcamp) and you will be able to
keep out of troubles and take everything in your stride.
NEW QUESTION: 1
A product owner complains that some of the requirements
identified several iterations ago have not been implemented.
The product owner wants to know why the status of these
requirements was not communicated.

What should the Scrum Master do?
A. Ensure that the product owner reviews the contents of the
information radiator
B. Ensure that the next sprint planning meeting reviews the
satisfaction histogram
C. Point out that it is the responsibility of the product owner
to clarify requirements
D. Point out that the team chose to work on other requirements
to speed up the project
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
If Phil is promoted from a Sales Associate to Senior Sales
Exec, and the new sales associate is appointed to take Phil's
responsibilities. What are the appropriate steps to transfer
Phil's account to the new associate?
A. Overwrite Phil's User Profile with the new associates
information and create a new profile for Phil.
B. Associate the new role to Phil's existing profile and
Transfer all the accounts, opportunities and leads to the new
associate.
C. None of the above
D. Create a new profile for Phil as well as new associate.
Deactivate Phil's profile with Sales Associate role and
transfer all the accounts, opportunities and leads to the new
associate.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Capacity needs to be measured on following levels EXCEPT:
A. Machine or individual
B. None of these
C. Work center
D. Plant, which can be considered as a group of different work
centers
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
When agents login to their UI, by default the landing page is
the Home page. However, your customer wants the landing page to
be the Telephony page.
How can this be achieved?
A. Configure the landing page in Agent tab foreach agent.
B. Using the View option, re-configure the Agent UI telephony
screen.
C. Open UI Config, click on Default interface, select telephony
in the Applicationtab.

D. Create a profile for all agents, then check the box
telephony in the Privileges screen.
Answer: C
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